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About This Game

Welcome to the zombie apocalypse, everybody's favourite end of the world!

Drive your car around and run over as many zombies as you can before time runs out.
The way to a highscore is making combo kills so you can drive around longer.

The pixelated blood that you spill on the road stays there until you quit and restart the game.
It's like you're painting with blood.

The zombie pixel blood even sticks to the vehicles!

Features:

Many unlockable vehicles

Exciting power-ups

Fun tracks

Sticky Blood Technology:

When you hit a zombies the splatter is created real-time and forms a unique pattern.
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The pixel blood sticks to the road and dries over time.

The blood stays even between levels. It only goes away if you quit and restart the game.

The blood that sticks to your vehicles does go away over time. So don't worry about your fancy sports car, it will clean
up eventually.

Let's paint the town red!

Music by:
TeknoAXE
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Title: Blood Drift
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
Zero Flag
Publisher:
Zero Flag
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: 1.5 GHz dual core processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible or better video card with pixelshader 3.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. Pretty cool experience. Controls are not the greatest. Improving the
graphics\/textures would be nice. Other than that it was fun roaming through this historical airship. It really shows what VR has
in store for the future as far as eductional experiences go. There are other places to go and see than just the airship, including a
mini hangar-museum that details what this airship was all about. Pretty rad.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=8nOoSgq7xMs. didnt even bother playing it for more than 5 minutes. awful graphics and
bad english. looks sounds and feels very cheaply made. got it on sale and i still feel cheated. you should probably read a review
by someone that could stomach putting more time and effort into playing it, but i just couldnt do it. (yuck). I bought this on sale
because I have liked other FIVE-BN GAMES products and I only have to say even on sale it's not worth it. You have to play the
same hidden object scenes with a subset of the same objects hundreds of times. If you like achievements, before you buy look
at the statistics - around half of the achievements on this game are under 3% and there is a reason for that. Expect to do serious
grinding on the same hidden object scenes to get the achievements.

If there is a storyline (which I doubt) it gets lost in the (a) timer-based and (b) ultra-repetive hidden object scenes. You pay in
gems to buy energy boosters to continue and get hints but earn coins which seem only useful to do ultra repetitive actions like
scaring off a werewolf. There appears to be no way to change coins to gems so when you're out of them - guess what - no more
hints and worse waiting as a timer clicks ever so slowly for you to be able to play the next hidden object scene. Scenes seem to
cost between 20 and 70 energy and you earn energy at about 1 per 2 minutes or so - do the math.

If there is a storyline it is totally and completely lost in the mechanics such as timers, gems, coins, and endless waiting of this
game.

I *hate* hidden object scenes that kick you out when the timer goes off - and this one does this with a vengence. Plus you have
lost points for doing it and have to earn enough to repeat.

Sooner or later you will find yourself just having to let the stupid thing idle to get enough points to do anything. So if having a
game idle for an hour or more to play the next timed HO scene (that you have already played over and over) with no plot
whatsoever is your idea of fun then buy this immediately.

The other reviewers who gave a thumbs down were right.. help me !_!. Best weapon pack.. Never typically write reviews for
anything, but I felt like I needed to in order to help people get a better understanding.

To keep it short, if you like old Ace Combat games and have a controller, you'll like this.

HOTAS support will be coming and they will iron out the bugs.

This is one of the first proper Ace Combat games to come out on PC, and review bombing it after waiting 11 years for another
AC is only going to deter the developers from making more for the PC.. Promising game, but needs a lot of polishment.

It feels incomplete, and the fighting was just a matter of mastering the dash attack (for me, it was the only way of beating the
some enemies). The batle against the cult and demon was weird, I could have lost the sword if I missed a few more skulls. Also,
not having a map in the dungeon was terrible, since everything was dark and similar. Selling \/ buying itens is terrible right now,
it's so easy to sell an item buy accident...

For some reason the steam did not recorded my playtime in the lap top, so I had to reinstall just for the review (but my 2
achievements are there...)

Still, I can recommend this, trying to introduce a "souls like"battle system in a zelda-like game was nice.. I\u2019m a sucker for
hacking games, yet another reason I swooped this one up when it was on sale\u2026and have constantly regretted it. The worst
part is there\u2019s nothing inherently wrong that this game does other than just being derivative and generic. It tries to
accomplish what Uplink did and with an admittedly better interface\u2026but just comes off as uninteresting and kinda boring.
I mean, I\u2019m not even sure exactly how else to put it.
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You\u2019re doing the same thing over and over again, which is what you\u2019re doing in most hacking games, but this one
doesn\u2019t seem to be as lively or interesting as other hacking games, so\u2026yeah. I guess it\u2019s hard to explain exactly
WHAT is wrong with it, but it just comes off as boring.
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Do not waste your time. This game is WORSE than terrible. First of all.....thats some deceptive crap in the video making it look
like you have hold of the handlebars, because you DON'T. Its touchpad controls.....and poor one at that. Oh....and this 'ATV' is
SLOW.....and I mean boringly slow. The audio is pathetic, fake, does not match the atv. Seriously....the original Excitebike had
better audio. The trees........how can you have square trunks on trees in 2018? this dev is clearly lazy not bothering to find or
create a tree file that looks real.
*
So, in summary....if you want to awkwardly move around at a slow pace and look at square trees while a headache inducing fake
motor sound replays over and over in your ears.....then this game might be for you. Otherwise.....don't waste your disk space.
*
GenX gamer....signing out..... The translations were almost unreadable, the story-lines were too short, or very repeatative. I
finished all of them in 22 minutes. If they fixed their english, and had more story, it could be good.. I bought this but the DLC is
not showing up in my game. Steam says not our issue, contact the game maker.

Took a bit, but all is well again, so I have changed this to a thumbs up. :). I can see why people like this game because there's a
lot to like. Very nice style for a 2d game. Clean graphics with great animation. A lot of the puzzles are really innovative and fun.

So why don't I recommend it? For one thing, it's pretty expensive for this type of game. The story is barely there at all. I know
plot and characters aren't incredibly important for this type of game but I appreciate caring a bit more about progressing. Finally
I would have prefered if the game had just stuck to turn based. The real time portion feels like innovation for its own sake. I
think it slows down the game and makes it less fun.. Dogcoin is a bare bones, basic platformer with a lot of spikes and coins.
Enter into a world of single screen challenges where you combat the game's "jump only when moving" controls. There is a
gambit of issues with Dogcoin such as needing backgrounds, better controls, better level design and collision.

The biggest issue with the game is when you bump your head on the ceiling you drop like a stone, so that makes a bad game
more frustrating. After five minutes on the second level I gave up. Too many perfect jumps with imperfect collision detection
on the spikes. The character can hook its elbow on a platform to stay a float.

You're given unlimited deaths to make up for the poor level design, but with each death the music restarts. The music doesn't
even loop. when its over, it stops, then starts up again!

The gimmick of this game seems to be throwing coins, which you can do with the up key. You also jump with the up key, but
only when you're moving. Each thrown coin costs a coin, but its cool since you start with 1,000 and each single screen level has
a dozen or more coins. You have no aim with the coin, when you throw them it goes in one of five random directions. When
your coins deplete to 0... you can still throw coins.

Here's the catch, why are you throwing coins when there seems to be no enemies? Sure the trailer shows enemies, but two levels
into the game there were none. Even then, the coin throw is too powerful even if you can't aim it. You have a thousand
projectiles that fire so quickly that nothing would stand a chance. Again... assuming that the level design was good enough for
me to complete the second level.

I hear you can tell a lot about a game from its title screen and or menu. This game has neither one. You're just dumped into the
game.. Independent developers are just something we got used to in the last decade or so. With the success of Steam and others
gaming platform both on PC and gaming console we have seen quite a few worth mentioning, most of them are actually not.
Orbt XL is one of those games that feels kind of tough pairing up against heavy-hitters in the industry, the scope is just a bit too
limited, so it has to be judged by its own merits instead of what it's not.

You can purchase this game on Steam for less than a dollar at any day you'd like, you don't really need a sale for that. The
game's description even mentions it's a game to be played while waiting for other games to load up, download, or update.
Nothing wrong with that. It reminds one of those smartphone games, simple for a 10-minute session while on the
bus.\u00a0\u00a0

You control a planet, there's quite a few of them to be chosen and they don't seem to have any major changes between them,
just a change of skin. They're mostly other planets or space objects, maybe some popular culture added in for good measure.
Just start the game and you find yourself orbiting a black hole. If you simply let go you'll eventually get caught up. You don't
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want that. To distance yourself from the black hole you just need to mash your preferred peripheral, either a mouse button, a
controller button or a keyboard key.

I chose the keyboard because it feels better for me, by default you press the space bar but I could remap to whatever key I
wanted. I chose a key that wasn't used frequently so I could finally put some use to it. By pressing the button you get distance,
the more distance you get the less points you acquire. Acquiring points is measured by the pulsating bar on the top and on the
bottom. You'll quickly realize that the closer you stay to the black hole the more points and faster you get.

It comes at a price, as you get closer you move faster and in a narrower path, while being dangerously close to your doom. As
you orbit to get your points other objects will appear on screen and you must avoid them. They're arbitrary planets differentiated
by their color pallets and size. Some move at faster speed while others are massive and take a while on screen. Some can get
destructed before reaching the black hole and create another temporary black hole in your path. Some even get absorbed by the
middle black hole and make the central one even bigger.

There are also a few items that can be gotten like point-pluses and an atomic explosion that destroys all the space debris
currently on screen. As you advance other more advanced planets will take hybrid orbits to make things a bit harder. It's a fun
little game that shouldn't take much to understand and get addicted to. Sure it's a brief ride, you'll probably get bored of it as fast
as you got hooked, but that's part of the experience. Fast and intense.

If you get really into it you might feel inclined to go for highscores, the game does feature an in-game scoreboard. There's also a
great deal of achievements that are somewhat easy to unlock if you're into that kind of stuff. Sure it's brief, sure it's probably a
pastime, but it does its job well in that regard. You won't really feel the price tag, so it's not a bad idea to check this one out if
you're well aware of what you're getting into.\u00a0
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